INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this note is to give a sort of Bruhat decomposition for a Chevalley group G over a p-adic field K and to give some applications of this decomposition.
To be more precise, we consider the Chevalley group G (see Chevalley [6] ) associated with a pair of a complex semi-simple Lie algebra Qc and a field K with non-trivial discrete valuation. (The residue class field A:=0/ <> p of K is not assumed to be finite.)
Let I)c be a Cartan subalgebra of gp ^d A the root system of gg wltn respect to t)cThen for any aeA, there is associated a homomorphism 0^ : SL(2, K) -^G. We denote as usual the image of ( )? ( . ) under 0^ by x^{t), x_^{t) respectively.
\0 T/ \t I/
Now let P^ be the subgroup of I)c(=the dual of I)p) generated by A. Then for any /eHom(P^, K*) there is associated an element h(^) of G (see [6] ). Now let us define the subgroups U, B of G which will be our main subject in this note. We denote by U the subgroup of G generated by thê ,0-KW; ^0} (^A) and $o={A()c); X^Hom(P,, K*), x(P,) C^} where £)* is the group of all units in 0 (== the ring of integers of K). Let B be the subgroup of U generated by the 3£_a .o^eA 4 ' (==the positive roots)), -KW;^} (^+) and . §£)• Then it turns out that U coincides with the subgroup of G consisting of elements which keep invariant the Chevalley lattice 9o==D®9z ( m tne sense of Bruhat [4] ) (see Cor. 2.17) , and that B is the full inverse image of a Borel subgroup B^ of the Chevalley group G^ofgp over k=01^ under the reduction (mod. ^3) homomorphism U-^G^ (see Prop. 2.4) . When K is locally compact, U is a maximal compact subgroup and it is shown that the condition (I) of Satake [12] (i.e. a sort of Iwasawa decomposition) is valid (see Prop. 2.33) . Also, in a sense Satake's condition (II) is also verified (see Cor. 2.35 ). In fact, we can show that the Hecke ring jf(G, U) (for the definition of Hecke rings, see § 3 or [10, § i] ) is commutative and is isomorphic 6 N. IWAHORI AND H. MATSUMOTO to the polynomial ring Z[X^, . . ., XJ where / is the rank of 9^5 not assuming the completeness of K, but assuming that O/^P is finite. However this will be treated in a subsequent paper. Now let G' be the commutator subgroup of G; also let SOS be the subgroup of G generated by §=--{A()c); xeHom(P,, K*)} and the o^=^a ((_° 1 }} (aeA). Then we shall show that the triple (G', B', SB') where B'^BnG', SB^SBnG', satisfies all the hypotheses of Tits [16] (see Th. 2.44 ). In this case B'n3!B'=$^= §^nG' is a /"^•/ distinguished subgroup of 2B' and the quotient group W'=2B7 §o' ls isomorphic to the infinite group generated by the reflections with respect to the hyperplanes P^ ^==^el)p; (a, x)==k^ (aeA, AeZ), where %= S Ry, and (a, x) means the Killing form; i.e. W is the semi-direct product of the Weyl group W and the group D' consisting of translations T(rf) : T\d) x == x + d (rfeP 1 , where P is the subgroup of % generated by all weights of Qc and P-^^et)^; (x,\)eZ for all XeP}). Thus after Tits [i6] , all subgroups H of G' such that G'3H3B' are in one-to-one correspondence with thê «<ŝ ubsets L of the set J of some generators ofW. J is given explicitly in Prop. 2.23 and we can determine in particular the conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of G' containing a conjugate of B' (see Prop. 2.30 ). When K is locally compact, we can determine the conjugacy classes of maximal compact subgroups of G' containing a conjugate ofB' (see Prop. 2.32 ). Also we can prove that some analogous phenomenon as in Tits [16] is true for the triple (G, B, SB) (see Prop. 2.8, Gor. 2.7, Th. 2.22 ).
Here Bn2B==j5o and W==2B/. §)o ls tne semi-direct product of the translation group D={T(J');/eP;!-} and W, where P^^el^; (x, a)eZ for all oceA}. W is a semii^»^/ direct product of W and a finite abelian group ^ which is isomorphic to P/Py. (^ the fundamental group of the adjoint group) (see § 1.7). Namely G is decomposed into a disjoint union of double cosets: G= U^Bco(<7)B (co( (7) is an element of 333 contained oGW in cr) (Prop. 2.16 ) and some basic conditions of Tits [16] are verified; for example, co(^)Ba)((r) CBco((7)B u Bco(^cy)B (w^ is an involutive element in the system of standard generators; see § 2.3) and ^(^Bo)^)'"' 1^ B. Then again we can determine the subgroups H of G containing B using a similar discussion as in [16] (see Prop. 2.88 ).
In particular when K is locally compact, we shall determine the conjugacy classes of maximal compact subgroups of G containing a conjugate of B (see Prop. 2.31 ). On the other hand, when G is of classical type, H. Hijikata has determined recently [9] all the conjugacy classes of maximal compact subgroups of G, which shows that our conjugacy classes given above exhaust all the conjugacy classes. Thus it seems to us that the number given in Prop. 2.31 for exceptional groups will also give the number of all conjugacy classes of maximal compact subgroups. However this is still an open question to us.
where a* means the element 2a/(a, a) of ^ for aeA. We denote by T(d) for each de\)\ the translation mapping of 1)^ onto itself defined by
T(d)x==x+d.
Also we denote W^Q by w^. Then we havê -T^oc^o^.
Let W be the Weyl group of gc ^ith respect to t)c? i • e • W is the group generated by the w^ (aeA). It is known that W is generated by the w^ (aell) (cf. [13, Expose 16] ). We denote by P the set of all weights of Q^ with respect to I)c for all linear representations of 9c, i.e. P={Xe%; (X, a*)eZ for any aeA}. Then P is a Z-submodule of %. We denote by P, the Z-submodule of P generated by A. It is known that both P and P, are stable under the action of W. P and P, are both free abelian groups with / generators where ; is the rank of gc : l=dimc\)c' More precisely, let i n ={ai, . . ., aj; then P,= S Za, (cf. [13, Exp. 10] The quotient group P/P^ is isomorphic to the center 3 of the simply connected Lie group Gc which has Qc as its Lie algebra (cf. [6, § i] 3, 4, 6) , and the order of w^wî s equal to v in the respective cases. (We may assume nX^^^ since P^==P_^ _^.) Proposition 1.1 (cf. [5] , [14] Proof. -Let aeA, AeZ, then the hyperplane P^ ^ bounds some cell 2). Take an element aeF such that CT(£)) =S)o (Prop. 1.1). Then (r(Pa./c) coincides with some bounding hyperplane P of Do. Then aw^a~1 coincides with the reflection w with respect to P : aw^(J~l=we^. Thus w^el\ which implies immediately that r==D'W and completes the proof.
1.4.
-Now before proceeding to the proof that D'W is simply transitive on 3r, let us introduce a few notions. Also in order to avoid the inessential troubles about the description, we assume, in the following part of § i, that Qc is simple. We denote by a^, ...,a; the fundamental roots and by (XQ the highest root. Also we put P,==P^o (z==i, ...,/),Po=P^,w, ==^.(z==i, ...,/) , WQ ==^^==T(a^)^. Thus PO, Pi, ..., P/ are the bounding hyperplanes of the simplex Do and WQ, w^ . . .,z^ generate the group D'W.
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ON SOME BRUHAT DECOMPOSITION n Now let D, 2)'eg and Pa,^. We shall write D-S^Po^) (resp. D^D'(P^)) ifD and D' belong to the same (resp. different) half-spaces with respect to P^ ^. Since 3)nP^==0, S)'nP^==0, we get easily the following criterion: Let <zeT), AeSV. Then Now let creDW. Then we denote by A(a) the set A(cr2)o, Do). We denote /^^/ by X(cr) the cardinality of the finite set A((r). X((r) is nothing but the function considered / ">»b y Bott [2] . By the definition ofA((r), we get easilŷ
-^(a) for any oreDW. 5 . Now let us define a function /(cr) on D'W. With respect to the involutive generators WQ, w^ ..., w/, any element <7eD'W(cr+i) can be written as cr==^ . . . wi (o^z\5 .. ., ir^.l) ' The Min(r) for all these expressions of a will be called the length of a (with respect to the generators WQ, w-^, .. ., Wi) and we denote by /(<r) the length of T. We also put /(i)=o. We shall call a word w^. .. w^ 
1.
Proo/: -Assume that P.eA^-1 ), P.e^^CT" 1 ). Then we have crDo^Do(CT(P,)), 
Proof. -We prove the proposition by induction on X(<r). If r === X((r) == i, then cr === zâ nd we obviously have A((T)={P^}. Now assume that r>i and that our assertion is valid for reD'W with X(r)<r. Put T=^(T. Then X(r)=/(T) ==r-i. Thus we get by our induction assumption that A(r) ={Pf., W(/P(.), . . ., w^.. . w^(P^)}. Now
e have P; eA( (7) by Cor. 1.11. Hence P( ^A(r) and we have
Hence A( (r) Hence A^((r) =A^(T)urA^(p) (disjoint) by Cor. 1. 13 . Now P^eA( (7) by Cor. 1.11. <-«Â lso P^A(r) by the assumption. Hence completes the proof. Now let 6^. =6^. be the angle between the fundamental roots a, and ay, i,<t=t=j^/. It is known (cf. [13, Exp. 10] Proof. -Using Prop. 1.15, the proof is given exactly in the same manner as in [10, Cor. 2.7] . i. 7 . Let us define a subgroup Q of DW bŷ =={(7eDW;(TDo=2)o}.
Clearly Q is defined also by n=={CTeDW;X(CT)=o}. Now since D'W is simply transitive on gr, we have easily the following decomposition of DW into a semi-direct product of 0. and D'W:
Hence we have ^^DW/D'W^D/D'^P/P,= 3. Thus 0. is a finite abelian group isomorphic to the center 3 of G^. It is also easy to see that
for any weDW and p,p'e0. In fact,
implies that X(pop') =X(<i). Hence d=s, with some s, such that (ao,s,)=i. Note that w is uniquely determined by d. In fact, if we have w, w'eW, T(rf)weQ, T{d)w'e£l, then we get ar^'ennW^i}, hence w=w'. Now let us show conversely that if d== s.., (ao, e.)= i, then there exists an element weW such that T(rf)weD (w is unique as was remarked above). It is known that there exists in W an element u>a such that WnW=-Tl ( [13, Exp. i6J) . w^ is unique and satisfies w^=i. Similarly, if we denote the subset II-{a,} by 11;, then the subgroup W; of W generated by w^ . .., w,, ..., a»; (w; means that w, is omitted) contains an element Wn. such that w^i)=-'ni. w^ is uniquely determined in W, andsatisfies w^= i. Weclaimthat T(s;)wn.WneQ, i.e. T(e,)wn^n (2) Hence (Bell. Also, since ag is of the form a^+ S.w/ay and ^n, ls a product of the Z£;/s (j4= i), p = Wn^(ao) is also of the form o^ + S jiyay, (JiyeZ. Thus P must coincide with a^ and we get p^op"^^.
(ii) Let p=T(£;)w^• w^ be a non-trivial element in 0.. We have seen above that
Put p'^T^^n^n-T^en ^n,^n= (^n^n)" 1^^^-Hence i. 9. We shall give in this section a formula for X((r) and applications of this formula. i ' "L et CT==T(rf)^eDW, rfePy, weW. Then for a hyperplane P^eA, the relation P^ ^eA(<y) is equivalent to
where a is any point in 2)o (see § 1.4). Now since Pa^=P_a,-&5
we ^^-V assume always that aeA 4 ". Let us denote by v^ the number of keZ satisfying the above inequality for fixed aeA 4 ', aeDo. Then we have
Now let us compute v^-Since a (a) ==w{d) -\-d and
v^ is equal to the number of AeZ satisfying the following inequality: We also denote by n(w) the cardinality of the set A^". Then by Prop. Math., 80 (1958) , Chap. I, § 4, or R. Steinberg, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 105 (1962) , 118-125.) Then we have A^_i=Ai and A 4 '-A^-i^Ag.
Thus we get by Prop. i. 23 ,
Then it is obvious that we have X(T(rf)^*)== Max Xfcr). Similarly, there exists a However, the only element creD' which has a fixed point is i. Thus we get D'nWj=={i}, whence Wj is isomorphic to a subgroup ofW. Now, using Wj instead ofW, Prop. i .26 and Cor. i .27 are still valid under a suitable modification. However we shall not use this fact in this paper and shall return to a detailed treatment of this question in a subsequent paper. 
w(ao)<o, o^(w(ao), rf) + i. 
In this section a few comments about the Poincar^ series P(DW, t), P(D'W, t)

PfW t) hence we get P(DW^)=------S ^)-^). -nwew n(i-^)
Thus we have proved PfW t} Proposition 1. 30 . 
a{w^w)=-=b{w), n(w^w)== [A 4 "!-w(z^).
< Hence S; ^-^ is self-reciprocal: (ff(w)-n{w))+{a{w^w)-n{w^w))== S ^-lA 4 -].
w GW » *= 1 Now using Cor. 
|^[.Q^)== S ^)-^).
w£W Putting ^==1, we get a formula for the order JW| of W:
|W|=[0|.Q(i). i
The value Q(i) is given by [2] : Q(i)=nn^, »=i ! where </, = (a^, e,) (i ^ ^ /), i.e. ao = S; rf,a,. Thus we have a formula for the order [ W | of the Weyl group W:
|Q|^ir__---.
llHd, »=i
258 § 2. On a generalized Bruhat decomposition of a Chevalley group over a p-adic field. Let us denote by 0^ the homomorphism from SL(2, K) into the automorphism group of the Lie algebra gi^^-^Qz over K-which was defined in [6, p. 33] . (We keep the notational conventions in [6, p. 36] .) Let us consider the Chevalley group G associated with the pair gc, K ( [6, p. 37] ); G is generated by the subgroups {Xa; aeA} and § where X,=K(^eK}, ^)=0^ ^J), {A^xeHon^K-)}.
Let K be a field with a non-trivial non-Archimedean discrete valuation | |, i.e. ^ -> [ S | is
As in [6] U (resp. 93) denotes the subgroup of G generated by the {3^; aeA 4 '} (resp.
by the {^;aeA-}).
We now introduce some subgroups of G: let U be the subgroup of G generated by the subgroups {Xa,o;aeA} and §.o, wherê .o=M9;SeO},^(^X eHon^O*)}.
We denote by B the subgroup of U generated by the subgroups {^^asA"}, {X^aeA^ and $o» where a^-MO;^}. We denote by D the subgroup of § defined by D={A(x);^Hom(P"{7c^;zeZ}).
Since the map x-^x) from Hom(P,., K") onto § is an isomorphism, the group D is isomorphic to the group Hom(P,, {7^; zeZ}) via the map h, i.e. D^Hom(P,,Z).
On the other hand Hom(P^, Z) may be identified naturally with the module P 1 ( §1. Then, as is well known, G (resp. U) is generated by the elements ( ( (G, B, SB) and the involutive generators WQ^ w^ ofW, the hypotheses of Tits [16] are all satisfied.
To be more precise, we note that B and 2B generate G, that Bn2B==^o ls /->»/ a distinguished subgroup of SB and that 2B/$o=W is generated by WQ, w^. Moreover, the conditions (iii), (vii) of Tits [16] Thus, by Tits [i6], U and V==BuB(o(z<;o)B are the only subgroups HofG such that G^H^B. They are not conjugate in G (see [16] ), but they are conjugate in GL(2, K) by the element I Tc ] which normalizes B.
The following proposition is also easy to check and gives an " Iwasawa decomposition " of SL(2, K). 
where U^ (resp. 93^) is the subgroup of U {resp. of 93) generated by {X^(p;aeA 4 "} (resp. {3£a o5 aeA~}), and co is a map from W into 3B^ such that ^{u{w))==w for any weW.
Proof. -As in the proof of [6, Lemme 4, p. 38] , we see that Xa,o? 3£-a,o (aell) and §0 generate the group U. Therefore, to prove U^ll^SSoSBoSo, it is enough to show that ^U(p93o2Bo93oCU(p93o9!Bol(o for any element ^ in the system of generators { §05 Xa 09 3£-a o (aell)}. To begin with, we note the following facts (cf. Chevalley [6, §111] ): (i) U^ (resp. 93o) is a distinguished subgroup of the group U(p §o (resp. 93;o$o).
(ii) U<p== n 3£^^p (resp. 33^== II 3E^o), where the product is taken in the 
hence, as in the preceding case, lllM<I),(SL(2, 0))co(^)^93o c U<p25oco(^)^93o u U<p»o0)(^^)$o93o.
Thus we have proved U =1(^93^333^ 93^. Now let us consider the homomorphism p defined by the reduction mod. 3} from U onto the Chevalley group G^ of gc over the residue class field k == 0/^3. p satisfies P^a^^aOO for any aeA, SeO, where "( is the residue class of ^, and p(A(^)) ==A® where ^Hon^P,, 0') and ^Hon^P,, k^ is such that )c(a) is the residue class of 7(0) for aeP,. Let B^ be the Borel subgroup ofG^ generated by p(93o) and p( §.o); we have p(U<p%o §o)CB^. Therefore, from the decomposition of U which we have just shown it follows that G.=B,p(2B^)B,= UlKp(^))B,.
wew 262 This is nothing but the Bruhat decomposition of G^ with respect to B^; and Gj^ is the disjoint union of the double cosets B^p(co(w))B^, weVf (see [6, Th. 2] ). It follows immediately from this that U is the disjoint union of the subsets U(p93o^oCt)(w)3So, weVf, and that the inverse image p^B^) of B^ by p is equal to U^%o §oSo=U<p §;o93o. The proof is now complete. Theorem 2.5.
In fact, as we have just seen, U<p$.o33o is a subgroup ofG, and has the same system of generators as B.
This theorem is our fundamental tool, which will play an important part in our later discussions.
We remark that, since Th. 2.5 is established, Prop. 2.4 gives the double coset decomposition of U with respect to B.
Let d=h[y^ be an element in D. As we have remarked in § 2. i, d is identified with an element in P;!-which is also denoted by d and we have ^( a ) = 7T(d ' a) ^o v ^Y a eP,.. Assume now that gp is simple and let o^ be the highest root in A. Put
WQ=^\^>^[\_° _^
()p we then have Wo==w^do, where w^eV>f is the reflection with respect to the the hyperplane {xef)^, ao(^)==o} and do^D is given by {do, a) =-a(HJ ==-2(a, ao)/(ao, ao) =-(a, a^) for any a in P,. (Hence it is easily checked that this element WQ is identified with the element WQ defined in § 1.4, via thê / / o i\\ identification in §2. i.) ForeachoCtin II =={^ ..., aj,put ^==w^== ^(°a,(_, ,.))• /^^/ /^^»» <"^' Let o be a map from W=DW into 9B such that ^(co(<r))=(r for any aeW. We then observe that the cosets Bco because aeA", OG+-a, implies that ^(a)eA~, ^(a)=t=-a,. These relations together with ^(^Sot*)^)"" 1^.^ show that co(^)6co ( where P === Wy^ (a) = a-(a^, a)ao. Since (a, ao) ^> o for any a eA 4 ', we see that
using the fact that (a, a)^< (ao, ao) (for any aeA). Thus we have u{Wo)u f u{wQ)~l eB. Similarly we get co(^o)yco(^o)~1 eB. Obviously we have ^(^^(^o)"" 16^. Thuŝ (wJ&co^o^eB is equivalent to ^{wo)x^{t)^{wo)~le'K, i.e. AeFo is equivalent to x_^{±n~2t)eB. From ll §na3=={i} and Th. 2.5 , it is easily seen that x_^{±n~2t)e'K is equivalent to te^2. Thus we have obtained Now ^(CT-1^)^^^) :^^)^^--1 ) implies by Prop. i. 28 that (^-^(a;))_>o (when w(a^)>o) and (^-w(a,))>o (when w(a,)<o). Therefore we get ^(CT)-1^.^. O^(CT) CB. The case where z===o is also proved similarly using Prop. 1.29. (ii) First let i>o and {^} be a representative system in 0 of A;==0/^. Then by Prop. 2.63 (i) we have B<o(w,)Bco( (7) If ^e^, the preceding computations also show that Bo)(^)A;.^(^)co( (7)B=B(o(T)B=Bco(^(7)B.
Thus we have proved B(o(^)Bco((y)B=Bo)(<j)B u BO)(^CT)B. The case where ^==0 is also proved similarly by using Prop. 1.29, Prop. 2.6 and the following fact: (^^(^^(^o)'" 161^^)15 ( for ^S)"), which is seen using the homomorphism <^:SL(2,K)->G. Also (^-oO+o implies that HD3£_^. Since d\,(SL(2, K)) is generated by X<, and X_a, we have then HD(^ (SL(2, K) ). Then d^^i^ °_i))eHnD and (rfi, (3) (ii) is seen by (i) and the following facts: xeV implies that XQ^ == Q^ ; rfeD, d^p i implies that rf9o=t=9o. TeT °Â lso ^nD'W={i) implies that N(B)nG'B==B using the preceding double coset decompositions. Now let aSB^^-^D'W). Then, for <jeW, (0(0) e2B' is equivalent to o(cr) eG'Bn2B by Prop. 2.20 Thus we now can apply the theorems of Tits [16] to the group G'B. In particular, when Qc is simple, WQ, w^ . .., w^ are the only elements of D'W such that BuB(o( (7)B is a subgroup of G'B. Hence, returning to the case where Qc is semi-simple, let 9c == flc^ + • • • + 9? be the decomposition of gc into simple ideals Q^\ . . ., g^-Let A^A^u . . . uA^ be the corresponding orthogonal decomposition of the root system. Let a^ be the highest root of ^(i^'^r) and w^ the element of D'W defined by w^^d^w^) where rf^eD' is given by (rf^, a)== 2(00, a^)/(a^, a^) for any aeA. Now let n =={ai, . . ., aj and w^-==w^ (i<^^ Proof. -(i) Since U = U Bco(^)B, we have Wy = W. Now since W = DW = WD is a semi-direct product, we get (i) . fii) This is immediate since DW= U W^W is a disioint union. Through this section we assume that A==D/^} is a finite field consisting of q elements. (But we assume nothing about the completeness of K, thus K need not be locally compact.) We use the notations of § § i, 2. Also for the convenience of description, we assume that Qc is simple through § 3. Thus B is commensurable with any conjugate of it and we can consider the Hecke ring J^(G, B) (see e.g. [10, § i] ). JT(G, B) is defined as follows: let 9JI be the free Z-module generated by the double cosets BO)((T)B, a eDW. We denote by S^ the double coset Bci)(or)B regarded as an element in 9JI. Then the multiplication between the basic elements Sg (creDW) of 9JI is defined by and we get by Prop. 2.8 (i) and Cor. 2.9 S^=S^S^, where we put S^==S^. Now let us consider the Hecke ring Jf^G'B, B). J^(G'B, B) can be regarded in an obvious way as a subringof J^(G, B) with the common unit element. By Prop. 2.20 and Th. 3.3, jf(G'B, B) is generated by i, So, S^, . . ., S/. Now we shall characterize
3.i. Let
